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1999.46.22 

 

History 
Notes: 

Translation: 
"Number Repertory 852/45.- 
Notarized Document 
 
It happened in a city of the province of Lublin in the Republik of Poland the 
28th of June 1945. Before me Peter GNOINSKI, Notary public in Lublin in 
my office at Krislewska Street #17, appeared in person, well known to me 
Polish citizens: 1) Hersh Cukier, son of Abram-Saul 2) Klotylda Ciesielska, 
daughter of Josepf, miss and 3) Stansislawa Dziegielewska daughter of 
Josef Cieselski living and living according to law: first in Lublin at 
Lubartowska Str. #5 and the remaining in settlement and municipality 
Piaski, province of Lublin afterwhich the present gave evidence of the act 
as follows:  
1. Hersz Cuiker explains that in act declared at the office of the Notary 
Public Zielinski in Lublin the 5th of April 1932 #403 from Wincenty 
Ciesielski for $9000.- zlotys bought by Gerszon-Hejnoch Kestelman from 
the property in municipality Piaski provence of Lublin marked mortgage N 
twelfth lot (to build) marked N second plan of building prepared by land 
surveyors first class Henryk Koszowski in 1932 consisting of surface 500 
square meters, bordering on the South with property of Wedrowska, West 
from Pilsudski Str., North with a street without a name, 3 meters wide, 
dividing this parcel from the property of Josef Cieselski and Franciszka 
Kobylawska also backyard of Wincenty Ciesielski and from the east with 
teh backyard of Wincenty Cieselski as well as the righ to build a house to 
the northern wall of the house of Stanislaw Pitucha and Emilja Wedrowska 
benefiting from the well and free passage of the length of 18 meters of the 
street without a name the 3 meters wide which separated the sold part of 
property of Josef Ciesielski and Franciszka Kolauska as well as knowck 
out doors and windows and entry gate to that narrow little street that is 
secured on the above property in Piaski morgage #12 for the benfit of 
Ruchla FRACHTGARTEN. 
Under N seventh the 4th section the sum for one hundred twenty eitght 
rubles with interest Wincenty Cieselski agreed to pay, that insured under 
N thirty eight section of the fourth section evicted in teh sum of 20000 
zlotys in gold, subject to strike off because as understood on the 5th of 
April 1932 that Gerszon Hejnoch Kestelman died during the German 
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occupation and as the only survivor his nephew Hersz Cukier the whole 
above described parcel N 2 with everything found on this property with all 
the rules and laws resulting from the act of April 5th 1932 N 403 as well as 
the eviction in the amount of 2000 zlotys in gold, written in this act N 403 
without exception is selling: to Klotylda Ciesielska in one not allotted half 
as well as to Stanislawa Dzingielewska the second not allotted half for 
sum total price of 150000 zlotys which he received in cash in the presence 
of the Notary Public with a receipt and the title of ownership of the article 
of sale for ownership and agrees to rewrite this title of ownership and 
agrees to rewrite this title of ownership in the mortgage list with the 
eviction in the sum of 2000 zlotys in gold in the name of the buyer, 
onesided suggestion from anyone of them allows the buyer embrace the 
article of this sale of the factual ownership and using from today on with 
obligation to pay, from that time, the community tax as well as others and 
the responsibility of all other responsibilities, but all the tasks up to this 
date the seller must take. 
3. Hersh Cukier declares, that he approached the district court in Lublin to 
obtain the acknowledgement for the deceased Gerszon Hejnoch 
Kestelman and right after receiving the decision of the court he take the 
responsibility to settle the inheritance after Kestelman and the title of 
ownership of the sales act rewritten as his own. If he would not 
accomplish that it would entitle the lawyer, each separate to perform all 
the above and only to his expense. 
4. Klotylda Ciesielska and Stanislawa Dzingielewska declare, that the 
object of this sale, its factual condition and mortgage with the right to sell 
is well known to them, they are satisfied, this purchase with its conditions 
is excepted and this act is accepted. 
5. Inheritance tax for this article obligates to pay to the buyer. This act was 
read to the above present, accepted by them and signed. Two extracts will 
be issued to the buyers who will pay the cost of this act. From this act it 
was collected and registered in repertory under N 852.- duty stamped 
paper for the sale 6000 zlotys, for authorizing 20 zlotys, for community tax 
3000 zlotys and compensate the Notary public 960 zlotys. The original 
was signed by Cukier Hersh, Klotylda Cieselska, Stanislawa 
Dzingielewska, Piotr Gnoinski, Notary Public. 
This excerpt word for word the same as the original act was issued to 
Hersz Cukier of this excerpt was collected and registered in the reportory 
under Nr 1518 for the year 1947. paid tax 60 zlotys and taxes for the 
courts 120 zlotys a. 20 on page 2 w 24 added "a" 
Lublin 1st of October 1947 
signed 
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Miczysla Ciolek" 
 
[Translated by Frances Hirshfeld] 

 

1999.46.42 

 

History 
Notes: 

Translation: 
 
"Dear Miss Mozjani! 
One letter we received from you just now, which we were happy that 
y9ou have it good, now you will believe me that some German women 
are good. I told you sometimes that it depends which place you are in 
so it is good that you are satisfied that you are not disappointed you 
have to have the will to work so all will be well. In general here it is no 
food we have some bombing. We have terrible roits generally in 
Warsaw its very scary. 
I am sure that I will leave Warsaw, already a lot of people left Warsaw 
and I for sure will leave to Lublin I will write you from Lublin my 
address. I am paning in the next few days it is more peaceful in a small 
town I hear that in Lublin is peaceful which I do crave. Mrs. Sawicka is 
well and travels like she did but will not leave Kasio as I cannot stay 
with him as he does not behave with me. Your friend Mrs. Krysia was 
here and I gave her your address I am sure you have a letter from Mrs. 
Krysia. So you remain with God and well and return happily to your 
homeland which you miss. 
Regards from Mrs. Dobrowska and Mrs. Sawicka. From me many 
greetings and kisses. well wishing, Szotowa 
W. 10/1943" 
 
[Translated by Frances Hirshfeld] 

 

 

 

1999.46.43 

 

History 
Notes: 

Translation: 
"Dear Sabinka! 
I wrote some time ago a letter to you but had not received an answer. I 
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was very worried, as I could not understand why you didn't write to me, 
but now I explain myself that maybe it was the wrong address as it often 
happens now. From the last letter to Mrs. Sawicka I assumed that you feel 
good and that makes me very pleased. My dear I hope that you will write 
to me a little more about your life as I am very interested how you manage 
your life beside work. My God when will we be able to be together to be 
able to talk as we used to. 
My dear I am at the post office and I am writing in a hurry, so I hope you 
will forgive me certain inaccuracy which I am making, I took leave from 
work at the office in order to write to you. Now you must be curious how I 
live. I received advice in the office, I work, you know, office work is not 
difficult for me, but I earn very little I have to combine with temporary work 
to make ends meet. Besides I am alone, my husband left a few months 
ago I was very much worried and grieved because of that, but it is over as 
they say you live by habit and you live. Besides that nothing new I have a 
pretty room as I moved not long ago but I have enough. I would like for it 
all to end. Mrs. Sawicka send her apology for not writing but she has not 
time, she speaks of you very heartily and says her home is always open 
for you. 
I kiss you and greet you heartily. 
Krystyna" 
[Translated by Frances Hirshfeld] 

 

1999.46.44 

 

History 
Notes: 

Translation: 
"Rheinhousen 1/I 45 
Dear Sabinka 
Accidentally I found your address still in my possession. Even that I wrote 
several times to you from Poland my letters never reached you, I am 
trying to write from here. Dear, after the uprising I found myself in terrible 
conditions in Germany, I had to leave everything and as I was had to 
come here. I lost everybody and I am all alone. I work here as a translator 
and I have 350 Polish people to be responsible for. Can you believe that I 
was promoted. I have an unappreciated work, but I like the time. You 
understand that I can unload myself. Now if this letter will reach you write 
me everything in details how you feel and how you live. I am very 
interested. Write lots and lots about everything and I will later write about 
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all my life and all impressions. Little one don't be angry because you did 
not hear from me, but now write a lot I will do the same as we are living 
the same life style without anybody, without anything and so far away. As 
a first time I will write no more about myself because you understand 
yourself since it's not easy. We are closer than before. The holidays are 
over and it was very sad for me. Now that is New Year I am not in the 
office and I write to you. Normally I am busy the whole day from 7-7 at 
night but I am satisfied because the office is very warm. Now dear little 
one I wish you all the best, lots and lots of happiness and endurance, 
because we must survive the war. I kiss you firmly firmly.  
Krystyna 
My address: 
Rheinhausen 22 
Lagerführer 
Fridrich Alfredstr. 182 
Krystyna Kam..." 
 
[Translated by Frances Hirshfeld] 

 

1999.46.45 

 

History 
Notes: 

Translation: 
"Rheinhausen 20/I 45 
My Dear Little One 
I was very happy to get your letter, I could hardly believe that you such a 
weakling (forgive me, but always in my mind I named you so) can arrange 
your life so well removing all the obstacles and sufferings and so 
perseveringly continue to live and making progress. 
Dear, suffering enoble us, the rest as its obvious from your letter, you 
have to become a gentle and noble girl. I can't believe that you are a 
grown woman, as I always remember the little one spoiled only daughter. 
Listen little one, be sure and write me in the next letter a lot more about 
yourself, I count on it, and you must be curious as to by what miracle I 
came here and achieved this position. So little one, you must have heard 
what happened. I went through hell, but that’s not enough, there are no 
words to describe what I went through, but that is behind, now it is 
different. I came here in a group of 500 people, completely without 
anything, but I have a little luck in life as from the group of the elegant 
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Warsaw women the eye of the chief fell on me, and because I speak 
German I started a conversation. I described quite picturesque my 
misfortune, Also he liked me as a young intelligent Polish woman, so he 
told me later. I became the translator in our whole camp, its full of 
foreigners. People are from Belgium, France, Holland, Greece, and many 
other countries. Generally I am well liked, but I am different, I represent... I 
(the young girl who suffered so much and these sufferings so much and 
these sufferings can never be forgotten. And I again as the young woman 
polite, smiling who takes care of most difficult chorse connected with her 
position. The most important thing is that everybody knows me as I tell 
about myself... 
I live in one room with several families: an engineer with his wife, a music 
professor with his wife and one other engineer with his wife as well as a 
few ladys with whom I travelled from Warsaw. Everybody likes me, but 
nobody knows my pain. After all I am at this moment the authority for 
them who has something to say. As you see Dear I have a difficult task, 
but I try to be strong. Otherwise I am completely alone. I lost my most 
beloved person. The only person in the world whom I loved. I don't know 
where I lost him. Believe me at this moment I am completely honest, that I 
believe that I will never be happy again. Everything is already behind me 
and I am trying to keep alive in order to see the end. I must revenge for 
my ruined life. To fulfill this is my goal. My little one, you write that besides 
me you have no one, as I also have absolutely nobody you, at this 
moment, are the only person who knows me and knows what you can 
expect. Nobody, beside you in the whole world. So my dear console 
yourself that you are not alone, that you have, good companionship, best 
friend maybe even a mother in me. We must not lose contact, stay in 
touch since we found each other. We will write a lot to each other, and 
feel as we are together. 
Now darling for today its enough. I kiss you tenderly your loving little sister 
as you wish in your letter.  
Krystyna 
 
P.S. Today we received wonderful news, maybe it won't be long this 
whole comedy will end.  
your Krysia 
 
My Darling you are asking if you addressed right to me. Your Mr. and 
authority can continue as it is well done. My regards to him and tell him 
that I like him. 
Rheinhousen 20.1" 
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[Translated by Frances Hirshfeld] 

 

 

History 
Notes: 

Translation: 
"Rheinhausen 20/I 45 
My Dear Little One 
I was very happy to get your letter, I could hardly believe that you such a 
weakling (forgive me, but always in my mind I named you so) can arrange 
your life so well removing all the obstacles and sufferings and so 
perseveringly continue to live and making progress. 
Dear, suffering enoble us, the rest as its obvious from your letter, you 
have to become a gentle and noble girl. I can't believe that you are a 
grown woman, as I always remember the little one spoiled only daughter. 
Listen little one, be sure and write me in the next letter a lot more about 
yourself, I count on it, and you must be curious as to by what miracle I 
came here and achieved this position. So little one, you must have heard 
what happened. I went through hell, but that’s not enough, there are no 
words to describe what I went through, but that is behind, now it is 
different. I came here in a group of 500 people, completely without 
anything, but I have a little luck in life as from the group of the elegant 
Warsaw women the eye of the chief fell on me, and because I speak 
German I started a conversation. I described quite picturesque my 
misfortune, Also he liked me as a young intelligent Polish woman, so he 
told me later. I became the translator in our whole camp, its full of 
foreigners. People are from Belgium, France, Holland, Greece, and many 
other countries. Generally I am well liked, but I am different, I represent... I 
(the young girl who suffered so much and these sufferings so much and 
these sufferings can never be forgotten. And I again as the young woman 
polite, smiling who takes care of most difficult chorse connected with her 
position. The most important thing is that everybody knows me as I tell 
about myself... 
I live in one room with several families: an engineer with his wife, a music 
professor with his wife and one other engineer with his wife as well as a 
few ladys with whom I travelled from Warsaw. Everybody likes me, but 
nobody knows my pain. After all I am at this moment the authority for 
them who has something to say. As you see Dear I have a difficult task, 
but I try to be strong. Otherwise I am completely alone. I lost my most 
beloved person. The only person in the world whom I loved. I don't know 
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where I lost him. Believe me at this moment I am completely honest, that I 
believe that I will never be happy again. Everything is already behind me 
and I am trying to keep alive in order to see the end. I must revenge for 
my ruined life. To fulfill this is my goal. My little one, you write that besides 
me you have no one, as I also have absolutely nobody you, at this 
moment, are the only person who knows me and knows what you can 
expect. Nobody, beside you in the whole world. So my dear console 
yourself that you are not alone, that you have, good companionship, best 
friend maybe even a mother in me. We must not lose contact, stay in 
touch since we found each other. We will write a lot to each other, and 
feel as we are together. 
Now darling for today it’s enough. I kiss you tenderly your loving little 
sister as you wish in your letter.  
Krystyna 
 
P.S. Today we received wonderful news, maybe it won't be long this 
whole comedy will end.  
your Krysia 
 
My Darling you are asking if you addressed right to me. Your Mr. and 
authority can continue as it is well done. My regards to him and tell him 
that I like him. 
Rheinhousen 20.1" 
 
[Translated by Frances Hirshfeld] 
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